Introduction
============

Childhood cancers are broadly classified on the basis of their anatomic location rather than common molecular, cellular or genetic features. Hematologic malignancies are cancers of the blood, bone marrow and the lymphoid system. Brain tumors are intracranial cancers of the central nervous system, and solid tumors are extracranial non-hematologic cancers. Pediatric solid tumors include carcinomas derived from epithelial cells (for example, adrenocortical carcinoma) and sarcomas derived from mesenchymal cells (for example, Ewing sarcoma). Unlike hematologic malignancies or brain tumors, solid tumors can arise in any of the three germ cell lineages: mesoderm, endoderm or ectoderm ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, retinoblastoma and neuroblastoma arise from ectodermally derived cellular lineages, rhabdomyosarcoma and osteosarcoma from mesodermally derived lineages, and hepatoblastoma and pediatric gastrointestinal stromal tumors from endodermally derived lineages. Pediatric solid tumors provide a unique opportunity to study the effect of cellular origin, developmental stage and other intrinsic cellular features that predispose some cells to malignant transformation as a result of distinct combinations of genetic lesions.

The first step in elucidating why some cells are more susceptible to malignant transformation at particular developmental stages with distinct oncogenic lesions than other cells is to define the genomic landscape of each tumor type. A clear understanding of the underlying genetic lesions is essential to parse out the contribution of developmental stage, lineage or other intrinsic cellular features such as the epigenome. Although the genetics of pediatric solid tumors has been studied since the identification of the first human tumor suppressor gene (*RB1*) in 1986,^[@bib1]^ we have only recently started to assemble a more comprehensive description of the genomic landscape of these diverse developmental tumors.

Recent advances in pediatric solid tumor genomics have been made possible with the introduction of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies and the development of efficient data analysis pipelines to identify complex somatic mutations in pediatric solid tumors.^[@bib2]^ The genomic landscape of pediatric solid tumors is as complex and diverse as their cellular origins, histopathologic features and clinical presentation. In this review, we provide examples of this diversity and highlight how NGS can provide new insights into the cellular origins of these developmental tumors. We also review associations between genomic and epigenomic features of cancer cells and how those relationships can advance our understanding of the cellular origins of cancer in efforts to identify novel druggable pathways. These findings are incorporated into a unifying model of cellular pliancy that provides a framework for answering fundamental questions in cancer biology. Finally, we present an overview of recent efforts to incorporate cancer genomics into clinical practice for pediatric solid tumors.

Diversity of pediatric solid tumors
===================================

Cellular diversity
------------------

Pediatric solid tumors are remarkably diverse in their histologic features. For example, retinoblastoma tumor cells organize into spheres and extend neuronal processes into the center of the sphere. These processes contain synaptic vesicles, form synaptic junctions and accumulate neurotransmitters.^[@bib3]^ In contrast, rhabdomyosarcoma tumor cells contain abundant glycogen and have myofibrils reminiscent of skeletal muscle.^[@bib4]^ Cellular features are often used to infer the cell of origin for pediatric solid tumors. However, evidence of neuronal differentiation in retinoblastoma or muscle differentiation in rhabdomyosarcoma does not prove their cellular origins. Oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes that initiate and promote tumorigenesis also have important roles in normal developmental processes. Thus, as individual cells undergo malignant transformation, they may simultaneously undergo changes in cell fate specification and differentiation. For example, *RB1* inactivation contributes to retinoblastoma initiation by promoting cell cycle progression, but the RB1 protein is also required for rod photoreceptor differentiation.^[@bib5]^ Notably, these roles are cell-type and developmental-stage specific, and there are similar examples for almost every well-characterized oncogene and tumor suppressor gene.

Another important consideration in cellular diversity and malignant transformation is developmental competence.^[@bib6]^ Pediatric solid tumors arise in complex and dynamic developing tissues as multipotent progenitor cells undergoing unidirectional changes in their intrinsic competence to produce differentiated cell types.^[@bib6]^ These are some of the most dynamic and robust cellular events in biology, and they pose unique challenges while identifying the cellular origin of pediatric solid tumors. For example, different cellular populations of mesoderm-derived progenitor cells may be heterogeneous in their developmental bias toward muscle, adipose or osteogenic cell fates. When a tumor-initiating mutation occurs in those distinct progenitor cell populations, the consequence may vary dramatically depending on the competence of that cell at that particular stage of development. For example, in one cell population, an oncogenic mutation may result in a tumor with cellular features of skeletal muscle such as rhabdomyosarcoma, whereas in another, the same mutation may lead to rapid cell death or a tumor with osteogenic features ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, recent studies in genetically engineered mouse models show that perturbations in the hedgehog pathway in the adipose lineage can lead to rhabdomyosarcoma with features of skeletal muscle typical of human rhabdomyosarcoma.^[@bib7]^ Thus, the competence of individual progenitor cells and the specific oncogenic mutations affect when and where pediatric solid tumors arise during development.

The interplay between the specific tumor mutations and differentiation programs, combined with the dynamic intrinsic cellular competence, make it difficult to pinpoint a cell of origin from the molecular or cellular features of the resulting tumors. Instead, it is more informative to study cell fate specification and differentiation in cellular lineages that potentially contribute to pediatric solid tumors and the effect of specific genetic lesions in those lineages at different stages of development. The first step is to define the genetic lesions in different pediatric solid tumors; the inter- and intra-tumor heterogeneity; and the order of events that cause malignant transformation during the development of the retina, bone, neural crest, muscle and other cellular lineages.

Clinical diversity
------------------

In addition to the cellular diversity, clinical diversity can also provide important clues about the developmental origins of pediatric solid tumors. First, the age at diagnosis is often distinct for particular tumor types. Retinoblastomas are among the most common tumors in infants and are rarely, if ever, diagnosed after 5 years of age. Retinal progenitor cell proliferation occurs during the first two trimesters, and there are reports of premature infants diagnosed with retinoblastoma.^[@bib8]^ These observations, combined with studies on genetically engineered mouse models, suggest that retinoblastomas likely initiate from a retinal progenitor cell *in utero* and the time from tumor initiation to diagnosis ranges from a few months to a few years.^[@bib9],\ [@bib10]^ These features associated with the disease presentation of retinoblastoma raise intriguing developmental questions. First, if all tumors initiate *in utero* during a 3--4-month period of retinogenesis, why do some retinoblastomas progress rapidly, leading to diagnosis at birth, whereas others require several years to grow to the same size? In genetically engineered mouse models of retinoblastoma, small clusters of proliferating cells that represent preneoplastic lesions can be identified throughout the retina at the final stages of retinal maturation.^[@bib11],\ [@bib12]^ However, only a small subset of those preneoplastic lesions progresses to form retinoblastoma. It was previously thought that this was due to the requirement of secondary and tertiary genetic lesions after inactivation of the *Rb1* gene. However, genomic analyses of human and mouse retinoblastomas have shown that this is not the case.^[@bib13],\ [@bib14]^ It is possible that only a subset of the preneoplastic lesions progress to retinoblastoma because of specific requirements involving the microenvironment, such as juxtaposition to retinal vasculature. Alternatively, the intrinsic developmental competence or other cell-intrinsic properties such as the epigenome may affect the probability of a particular clone of preneoplastic retinal cells progressing to retinoblastoma. This example highlights the importance of genomic analyses in retinoblastoma. Before the advent of whole-genome sequencing analysis for retinoblastoma, the conventional wisdom was that some retinoblastomas take years to progress because they must acquire additional genetic lesions in key cancer pathways. With that model disproved, researchers are now exploring alternative hypotheses related to developmental microenvironment and epigenetics.

In contrast to retinoblastoma, osteosarcoma is most commonly diagnosed in adolescents and young adults. The peak incidence of osteosarcoma coincides with rapid growth of the skeletal system during puberty.^[@bib15]^ Females under 15 years of age have a higher incidence of osteosarcoma and the incidence of the disease has an earlier peak in females when compared with males (12 versus 16 years), correlating with an earlier age of onset of puberty.^[@bib15]^ Osteoblasts likely undergo rapid expansion during this period of development, making them more susceptible to malignant transformation and osteosarcoma formation. However, it has not yet been proven that osteoblasts are the cell of origin for osteosarcoma. It is possible that a completely different lineage adopts an osteogenic phenotype as a result of somatic mutations. Further, changes in hormone levels, cytokines or chemokines in adolescents may contribute to the initiation and progression of osteosarcoma.^[@bib16]^

As with retinoblastoma, the genomic analysis of osteosarcoma has provided an important foundation for exploring cellular origins and intrinsic and extrinsic factors that may contribute to bone tumor formation. Whole-genome sequencing studies show that the p53 pathway is inactivated in virtually all osteosarcomas.^[@bib17]^ Although *TP53* inactivation is not unusual, the mechanism of inactivation is unique. The majority of *TP53* mutations in osteosarcomas are translocations in the first intron of the gene.^[@bib17]^ This mechanism is so prevalent that some osteosarcomas have two independent structural variations in *TP53*.^[@bib17]^ To the best of our knowledge, this type of *TP53* mutation occurs only in a rare subset of prostate cancers.^[@bib18],\ [@bib19]^ For osteosarcoma, whole-genome sequencing was required to elucidate this important mechanism of *TP53* inactivation. Careful analysis of mutant allele frequency and tumor heterogeneity showed that *TP53* mutations are initiating genetic events in osteosarcoma.^[@bib17]^ These findings highlight a paradox. In many tumor types, inactivation of the p53 pathway can lead to an increase in translocations and other chromosomal events because of perturbations in DNA damage checkpoint control. However, many pediatric osteosarcomas are initiated through a structural variation occurring at very high frequency in *TP53* itself. Why are *TP53*-inactivating translocations such a common mechanism in osteosarcoma and how do they occur at such a high rate even before p53 is mutated? One intriguing possibility is that the cell of origin for osteosarcoma has a higher rate of chromosomal lesions and structural variations than do other cellular lineages. During bone development, the normal DNA damage checkpoints might be suppressed to facilitate rapid expansion of bone precursor cells. Thus, the genomic analysis of osteosarcoma has provided a valuable clue about the genome maintenance in the cell of origin for osteosarcoma.

Although findings from genomic studies on osteosarcoma and retinoblastoma are very different and the clinical features of the diseases are also distinct, there is one similarity. For both osteosarcoma and retinoblastoma, it has been possible to formulate new testable hypotheses about their origins by incorporating genomic data into the context of cellular and developmental processes. Thus, genomic data can provide the foundation for new areas of investigation.

Genetic diversity
-----------------

Osteosarcoma and retinoblastoma represent two ends of the continuum of the genomic landscape of pediatric solid tumors. Retinoblastomas have 14.5 (median) structural variations (SVs) per tumor (range 0--96), 10% of their genome is involved in copy number variations (CNVs) (range 0--95%) and have an average of 3.5 single nucleotide variations in coding regions (range 0--32). Translocations that are predicted to produce in-frame fusion proteins are rare in retinoblastoma. In contrast, osteosarcomas have 266 SVs per tumor (range 47--1135), 50% of their genome is involved in CNVs (range 3--89%) and have 46 single nucleotide variations in coding regions (range 16--237). On average, 8.5 translocations per tumor (median value) produce a novel fusion protein in osteosarcoma.

One explanation for the differences in genomic data between both solid tumor types is that retinoblastomas have stable genomes and osteosarcomas have unstable genomes. However, one needs to be cautious while using genomic data to draw conclusions about genome stability. Usually, the genomic landscape of a tumor is analyzed at a single timepoint and aneuploidy and abundant SVs and CNVs in tumors are thought to arise because of genomic instability; that is, tumors cells can accumulate sequential genetic lesions at a higher rate than do normal cells. Although this may be true in most cases, other acute events such as chromothripsis also need to be considered.^[@bib13],\ [@bib20]^ Chromothripsis is thought to be a shattering of individual chromosomes, which are then reassembled in a disorganized manner. Importantly, chromothripsis is an acute event rather than a progressive accumulation of chromosomal lesions and is distinct from chromosomal instability. Indeed, the genome may be stable before and after such acute events. It is important to distinguish between the gradual accumulation of genetic lesions with each round of tumor cell division and more acute events such as chromothripsis because of the implications for cellular origins and the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of tumors. For example, genome instability may result from elevated DNA damage due to increased oxidative stress and/or defects in DNA damage repair. In contrast, chromothripsis may arise because of genomic crisis occurring at a particular moment in tumor progression and cells may show no significant defect in oxidative stress or DNA repair. Sequential genomic analyses of individual patient tumors or orthotopic tumor xenografts will allow investigators to distinguish between these and other mechanisms that contribute to alterations in the genomic landscape in cancer.^[@bib14]^

A long-held belief in adult solid tumor genetics is that tumors with high rates of SVs and CNVs are more aggressive than those with more stable genomes. However, it is not clear whether the high rate of somatic chromosomal lesions and aneuploidy is due to the genomic instability itself or the result of perturbations in underlying pathways that also make the tumors more aggressive. To date, no correlation has been reported between somatic mutations (single nucleotide variations, SVs and CNVs) and outcomes of children with neuroblastoma, osteosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma, adrenocortical carcinoma, retinoblastoma or melanoma.^[@bib4],\ [@bib13],\ [@bib14],\ [@bib17],\ [@bib21]^ For example, patients with alveolar rhabdomyosarcomas (ARMS) have fewer single nucleotide variations, SVs and CNVs than those with embryonal rhabdomyosarcomas, but the outcome of patients with ARMS is generally worse than that for patients with embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma.^[@bib22],\ [@bib23],\ [@bib24],\ [@bib25]^ Among pediatric bone tumors, genomic lesions are far more common in patients with osteosarcomas than in those with Ewing sarcoma, but they both have comparable overall survival rates.^[@bib17],\ [@bib26]^ As more tumors are analyzed with NGS, it will be important to elucidate the relation among particular genetic lesions, cellular properties, developmental lineage, intrinsic and extrinsic factors, and genomic stability. This important area of future research is being developed as a direct result of the pediatric solid tumor sequencing efforts over the last 5 years.

Another interesting area of research related to the overall number of somatic mutations in pediatric solid tumors is translocation-driven tumors. Ewing sarcomas are initiated by *EWS-FLI1* translocations, and WGS of 112 tumors and matched germline tissue revealed that the tumors have very few secondary genetic lesions.^[@bib27]^ Similarly, ARMS are initiated by *PAX3/7-FOXO* translocations and have few secondary genetic lesions.^[@bib4]^ These data suggest that fusion proteins are the major oncogenic drivers in those tumors, high rates of somatic SVs and CNVs are not required for tumorigenesis, and the cellular context is likely a key factor in malignant transformation of Ewing sarcoma and ARMS.

In addition to these striking differences in the genomic landscape of oncogenic fusion protein-driven pediatric solid tumors, several other unique patterns of DNA mutations contribute to our understanding of cellular origins and the unique developmental context that predisposes some cellular lineages to malignant transformation. Two striking examples of such patterns in pediatric solid tumors are chromothripsis and kataegis.^[@bib20],\ [@bib28],\ [@bib29],\ [@bib30]^ These recently discovered patterns of mutation that were originally revealed from NGS of adult cancers have now been identified in pediatric solid malignancies.^[@bib13],\ [@bib17],\ [@bib31]^ Chromothripsis may occur when individual chromosomes are sequestered into micronuclei as a result of defects in chromosome segregation. Micronuclear DNA replication can become uncoupled from chromosome replication in the nucleus. Thus, if nuclear DNA replication is complete before micronuclear DNA replication and the cell proceeds through mitosis, the replicating chromosome in the micronucleus may become fragmented during chromosomal segregation in mitosis.^[@bib28]^ The reassembly of fragmented chromosome results in a pattern of SVs and CNVs, which are the hallmarks of chromothripsis. In some pediatric solid tumors, chromothripsis can initiate tumorigenesis. For example, retinoblastomas can initiate with chromothripsis on chromosome 13, which results in inactivation of the *RB1* gene.^[@bib13]^ Moreover, some tumor types have higher rates of chromothripsis than other tumor types. Chromothripsis was found in 3% of retinoblastoma, 4.5% of Ewing sarcoma, 10.5% in adrenocortical carcinomas, 20% of osteosarcomas, 18% of stage 3 and 4 neuroblastomas and none in rhabdomysarcoma.^[@bib4],\ [@bib13],\ [@bib14],\ [@bib17],\ [@bib20],\ [@bib27],\ [@bib31]^ There was no significant association between *TP53* status and chromothripsis in these tumors. It is not known whether this reflects a propensity for missegregation of chromosomes during mitosis and formation of micronuclei, perturbations in the initiation and progression of DNA replication across the genome, defects in checkpoint control, or a combination of these events. A deeper understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms of chromothripsis and the regulation of those processes across cellular lineages in development may provide important insights into the cellular and developmental origins of pediatric solid tumors.

Even less is known about the underlying molecular mechanisms of kataegis, which involves focal nucleotide hypermutation adjacent to SVs.^[@bib30]^ As with chromothripsis, kataegis was first identified in adult cancers through NGS and it is associated with some forms of pediatric solid tumors.^[@bib17]^ Kataegis is relatively common in osteosarcoma (50%) and adrenocortical carcinomas (31%) but not in other pediatric solid tumors. All tumors with the kataegis pattern carried mutated *TP53*. Kataegis is not seen in pediatric solid tumors with low rates of SVs, such as Ewing sarcoma, retinoblastoma and ARMS. However, kataegis is not necessarily found in pediatric solid tumors with high rates of SVs. For example, kataegis has been reported in 50% of osteosarcomas but not in embryonal rhabdomyosarcomas.^[@bib4],\ [@bib17]^ Both tumor types have high rates of SVs and CNVs, but differ markedly in the occurrence of chromothripsis and kataegis. Little is known about the association of perturbations in particular DNA repair pathways or homologous recombination pathways and kataegis or their role in normal development of endodermally, mesodermally and ectodermally derived lineages. Unlike chromothripsis, there is no evidence supporting that mutations associated with kataegis contribute to tumor initiation or progression in pediatric solid tumors. That is, kataegis-associated mutations have not been identified in recurrent regions of the genome or in known oncogenic drivers in childhood cancer. However, whole-genome sequencing and detailed analysis of kataegis have been performed in only a small number of pediatric solid tumor genomes, and future studies may reveal a role for kataegis in tumor initiation and progression.

Reprogramming the tumor genome
------------------------------

The examples described above highlight how genomics can be integrated with histopathology and clinical features of pediatric solid tumors in the context of the underlying developmental biology. Such studies can help advance the field and ask fundamental questions that may have broad implications for cancer biology. In the case of retinoblastoma, if there are barriers to tumor progression and they are not genetic, what are they? Recent advances in stem cell biology may provide a useful framework for exploring processes that lead to reprogramming of the tumor genome. For example, are there any similarities between the barriers to oncogenic transformation and the barriers to reprogramming of somatic cells into induced pluripotent stem cells? It is well established that the major barrier to producing stem cells from differentiated cells is reorganization of the epigenetic landscape.^[@bib32],\ [@bib33],\ [@bib34],\ [@bib35]^ For a given cell type, it is believed that all cells have an equal, albeit low, probability of overcoming those epigenetic barriers. Does this hold true for cancer? Are there similar epigenetic barriers to malignant transformation? It is possible that a single oncogenic event, such as formation of the *EWS-FLI1* oncogene, promotes the formation of Ewing sarcoma in a stochastic manner through active epigenetic reprogramming, as seen in the formation of induced pluripotent stem cells from somatic cells ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Alternatively, the genetic lesions that initiate a tumor might not reprogram the epigenome, but instead the mutation must occur in a cell with a permissible epigenomic landscape ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This latter model can begin to explain the cell-type specificity of particular oncogenic mutations in particular cellular lineages. For example, the *EWS*-*FLI* translocation may occur in various cell types at different developmental stages, but only one of those cell types has the appropriate epigenetic landscape that leads to malignant transformation in the presence of the EWS-FLI oncoprotein. Indeed, it has been shown that ectopic expression of the *EWS-FLI* oncogene is not tolerated in differentiated cells but is tolerated in mesenchymal stem cells where it induces a gene expression profile similar to that found in Ewing sarcoma.^[@bib36]^ The cellular context is critical in both models. Just as the barriers to reprogramming are dependent on the somatic cell of origin, the barriers to malignant transformation are also a result of specific oncogenic mutations. None of these questions could have been posed without a detailed understanding of the genomic landscape of pediatric solid tumors that has emerged with NGS over the past 5 years.

Epigenetics
===========

One of the most important advances resulting from the genomic analysis of pediatric cancer over the past 5 years was the discovery that epigenetics plays a major role in tumor initiation and progression. DNA methylation patterns and other epigenetic changes have been studied in cancer for decades, but it can be difficult to differentiate epigenetic and genetic contributions without a detailed analysis of individual cancer genomes. In tumors that progress rapidly after the initiating genetic lesion, such as retinoblastoma, genomic analyses show that some tumors progress quickly even without secondary genetic lesions.^[@bib14]^ An integrated analysis of DNA methylation, gene expression and histone modification in retinoblastoma showed that the expression of several oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes was altered through epigenetic mechanisms.^[@bib14]^ For example, the *SYK* oncogene was upregulated in all retinoblastomas and was required for tumorigenesis.^[@bib14]^ As the epigenomic profiling of normal cell populations during development advances and those reference epigenomes are compared with epigenomes from pediatric solid tumors, we hope to gain an even deeper understanding of the relation among genomic lesions, the epigenome and developmental competence in malignant transformation.

Another unexpected discovery that highlighted the importance of epigenetics in solid tumor progression was that of recurrent mutations in the epigenetic modulators themselves. For example, in retinoblastoma, the only recurrently mutated gene other than *RB1* is the epigenetic regulator *BCOR.*^[@bib14]^ BCOR interacts with BCL-6 to repress gene expression, and germline mutations in *BCOR* are associated with the oculofaciocardiodental syndrome.^[@bib37]^ During development, BCOR is thought to maintain tissue homeostasis and gene silencing through epigenetic mechanisms.^[@bib38],\ [@bib39]^ In the absence of BCOR, H3K4 and H3K36 methylation increases in mesenchymal stem cells.^[@bib39]^ It is not known how BCOR contributes to retinal development or tumor progression, but it has now emerged as an important cancer gene that is mutated in 21 different human cancers with frequencies randing from 0.5 to 40%. Further analyses of the epigenome of retinoblastomas with wild-type and mutant *BCOR* are required to identify the key target genes for tumor progression.

*ATRX* is the most commonly mutated epigenetic regulator in childhood cancer. *ATRX* mutations were previously unknown in pediatric cancer, but after completion of the Pediatric Cancer Genome Project,^[@bib2]^ *ATRX* has been identified as one of the most commonly mutated genes in pediatric solid tumors after *TP53*. Somatic mutations in *ATRX* occur in 22% of neuroblastomas,^[@bib21],\ [@bib40]^ 18% of adrenocortical carcinomas and 29% of osteosarcomas.^[@bib17]^ Although *ATRX* is an X-linked gene, there is no significant gender bias of mutation status in these cancers. In neuroblastomas, *ATRX* mutations are associated with age at diagnosis, which is highly predictive of overall survival.^21,32^ In adrenocortical carcinomas, *ATRX* mutations, which occurred in tumors harboring *TP53* mutations, are associated with genome instability, advanced tumor stage and poor outcomes. Interestingly, *ATRX* mutations have never been found in combination with *MYCN* amplification in neuroblastoma. Further comprehensive studies are required to determine whether *ATRX* mutations are an independent prognostic risk factor for neuroblastoma.

In most tumors with *ATRX* mutations, cells have longer telomeres as a result of alternative lengthening of telomeres, which is a mechanism of telomere maintenance in cancer.^[@bib41]^ This finding is consistent with the role of ATRX in histone H3.3 deposition at telomeres. Like *BCOR*, *ATRX* is also an epigenetic modulator and an X-linked gene. Germline *ATRX* mutations lead to the X-linked alpha thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome, which is associated with diverse developmental defects.^[@bib42],\ [@bib43],\ [@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46],\ [@bib47],\ [@bib48],\ [@bib49]^ Although alternative lengthening of telomeres and telomere maintenance are important for tumorigenesis, inactivation of *ATRX* may also contribute to perturbations in other cellular pathways through epigenetic mechanisms. The crystal structure of the ADD domain of ATRX reveals two binding pockets for the histone H3 N-terminal tail. One pocket binds unmodified lysine 4 and the other binds di- or trimethylated lysine 9.^[@bib50]^ A more extensive analysis of the localization of ATRX in the cancer genome and determination of whether the truncated ATRX proteins abundant in neuroblastoma and osteosarcoma have any function will significantly advance our understanding of pediatric solid tumors.

Epigenetics has emerged as a major focus area in pediatric solid tumor research because of the striking changes in the epigenetic landscape after inactivation of tumor suppressor genes such as *RB1* and the identification of recurrent mutations in epigenetic regulators such as *BCOR* and *ATRX*. By integrating these tumor data with epigenomic profiling of normal cells during development, we can develop a new framework to understand why some oncogenic mutations cause specific types of tumors in restricted cell lineages during development.

Cellular pliancy
================

To unify the findings in pediatric solid tumor genomics and integrate them with our understanding of developmental competence and lineage specification, we have developed a new concept called cellular pliancy. We suggest that cellular pliancy is a unique feature of each cell type that determines whether it will be susceptible to malignant transformation after sustaining a particular genetic lesion. The pliancy model provides a framework for understanding why some cell types are more susceptible to malignant transformation than other cell types with particular genetic lesions. The concept of cellular pliancy can also be extended to cell-type-specific degeneration associated with aging or other changes in the microenvironment and cellular homeostasis.

To provide a framework for the pliancy model of transformation and degeneration, we outline five key principles that serve as the foundation for the model.

First, tumor suppressor genes and proto-oncogenes have cell-type-specific and stage-specific roles in development. Therefore, the effect of tumor suppressor gene inactivation or proto-oncogene activation on tumor initiation and progression is also likely to be dependent on cellular lineage and developmental stage.

Second, a hallmark of tissue development is that it is mediated by dynamic cellular processes with temporal and spatial heterogeneity. These discrete cellular states are critical determinants of the cellular origins of childhood solid tumors. Specifically, it is possible that individual oncogenic lesions in a particular cellular lineage at a unique developmental stage lead to cancer but other combinations of mutation, lineage and stage are not tolerated.

Third, a major component of this rapidly changing intrinsic cellular milieu during development involves the reorganization of the epigenome of cells. Once a cell commits to a particular fate and activates the transcriptional networks that define that fate, the rest of the genome that is not directly required for differentiation is epigenetically partitioned into silent inaccessible domains and permissive domains that can be reactivated under stress. The partitioning of the genome into inaccessible and permissive domains is cell-type-specific and is a key determinant of the cell-type-specific response to oncogenic mutations, cell stress and other perturbations in normal cell homeostasis.

Fourth, the epigenetic landscape can change in response to oncogenic lesions and, in particular, the partitioning of genomic regions into inaccessible and permissive domains may be altered by particular somatic mutations associated with cancer. Also, the partitioning of the genome may degrade with age and this in turn could affect cancer susceptibility. Somatic mutations in epigenetic regulators may directly affect the partitioning of the epigenome and the maintenance of those critical silent and permissive domains in each cellular lineage.

Fifth, the epigenetic landscape may serve as a fingerprint of the cellular origins of cancer. Although all partitioned domains are not likely to be maintained in the tumor cells because of changes associated with age and/or genetic mutations in cancer cells, a sufficient number may remain to identify the developmental- and lineage-specific remnants of the cell of origin. This could provide an opportunity to identify the cellular origin for pediatric solid tumors and to advance our understanding of the changing epigenome during development.

By combining these principles, we propose that cellular pliancy is the intrinsic susceptibility of a cell to undergo malignant transformation or degeneration. In its simplest form, cellular pliancy is the epigenetic organization of the genome as cells commit to a particular cell fate and activate their differentiation program. Cellular pliancy involves the partitioning of genes that are not required for cellular differentiation or normal cellular homeostasis into silent or permissive chromatin states. We suggest that the partitioning of those genes is cell-type-specific and evolutionarily selected for each cell type. Cells with high pliancy may have more of their genome in an open or permissive chromatin state, thus making them more adaptable in the face of injury, oncogenic lesions or changes in the microenvironment. However, such cells may be more susceptible to malignant transformation, because oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes that must be deregulated for tumor progression can be readily altered after the oncogenic lesion. Cell types with low pliancy are more difficult to transform, but these cells may be more prone to degeneration because they cannot adapt efficiently to changes in homeostasis or environment. For example, rod photoreceptors in the retina are highly susceptible to degeneration but virtually impossible to transform. In contrast, horizontal cells are much more resistant to degeneration but can form retinoblastoma when the Rb pathway is inactivated.^[@bib51]^ Indeed, the concept of global partitioning of genes into silent and permissive states may be less important than the individual genes themselves. Thus, the combination of the previously unexplored distribution of genes that are not normally expressed into different chromatin states will have predictive power on a cell\'s susceptibility to undergo malignant transformation or degeneration.

Cellular pliancy---A \'Nuclear Suitcase\'
=========================================

We envision that cellular pliancy is analogous to packing a suitcase for a long trip. A seasoned traveler will prepare a suitcase with everything needed for the trip. On a different voyage, the traveler will likely pack entirely different items. As individual cells prepare for their journey down a particular cellular lineage, they must also pack their genome for that particular differentiation program. Evolution and selection have identified the genes that may be needed in specific cells over their lifetime to handle potential changes in the microenvironment or other types of injury or stress. Cells pack their nucleus for their journey by partitioning genes into accessible or silent chromatin domains. Accessible genes are those that may be required in the lifetime of the cell, and silenced genes are those that are essentially left behind. Once a traveler packs a suitcase, he or she must make do with the items on hand. Similarly, once the nucleus is packed, the cell has a limited repertoire of genes and pathways that can be activated as a result of changes in homeostasis, acute injury or stress. A few poor choices could mean the difference between a successful voyage and a fatal one.

According to our 'nuclear suitcase\' analogy, cellular pliancy is the choice a cell makes in how it packs its genome to prepare for events that may arise during its lifetime. Those genome-packing decisions have not been extensively studied, because the genes are expressed only under particular stress conditions and most of the focus in the last two decades has been on cell-type-specific gene expression patterns rather than cell-type-specific packing of the genome into permissive and silent domains. The advantage of this model is that it can be directly tested with current technology. One prediction is that oncogenic pathways that are required for malignant transformation will be epigenetically poised in the cell that gives rise to that tumor. Alternatively, the particular genetic lesion results in reprogramming of the epigenetic state of that locus. This theory can be tested for cell-type-specific degeneration. If this is true, it may allow us to define combinations of genetic and epigenetic landscapes that are oncogenic and combinations of stress (for example, oxidative stress) and epigenetic landscapes that predispose cells to degeneration. Armed with this knowledge, we can more effectively identify weaknesses that can be exploited in tumor cells by using molecular targeted therapeutics.

Clinical genomics
=================

The overall survival rate of children with a variety of solid tumors including sarcomas is worse than that for children with other childhood cancers, and there have not been significant improvements in outcome for the vast majority of these children over the past two decades.^[@bib52]^ For children with recurrent or metastatic neuroblastoma, osteosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma and rhabdomyosarcoma, the overall survival rate is below 30%.^[@bib53],\ [@bib54],\ [@bib55],\ [@bib56]^ With the widespread use of NGS technology to diagnose pediatric cancers, several efforts are underway to identify somatic and germline mutations in a clinical setting. However, this is an emerging area of investigation and it is not yet clear how the genomic analysis of pediatric solid tumors can be used to individualize cancer therapy. For example, pediatric cancer is rare, and it may be difficult to establish the statistical significance of new therapies for rare subsets of patients receiving individualized treatment based on the mutations found in their tumors. Therefore, if a new therapeutic approach is thought to be efficacious for a genetically defined subgroup of patients, it should be tested in a prospective clinical trial. Unfortunately, with our current understanding of pediatric solid tumor genomes and available molecular targeted therapies, only 12% of patients (46/380) with pediatric solid tumor patients likely have 'druggable\' mutations.^[@bib57]^ Even this estimate may be overly optimistic, because the presence of a druggable mutation does not necessarily guarantee that the tumor will respond better to a therapy targeted to that lesion than it will to other drug combinations. Also, the definition of a druggable mutation varies significantly across clinical genomic/personalized oncology trials. For example, activating mutations in the *ALK* gene are thought to be druggable with molecular targeted therapeutics such as crizotinib.^[@bib58]^ A pediatric phase I trial was completed for crizotinib ^[@bib59]^ and a Phase I/II study is ongoing for children with relapse or refractory *ALK* mutant tumors (NCT00939770). The inclusion criteria for the Phase I/II study includes patients whose tumors have *ALK* gene fusions, mutations and amplifications (\>fourfold). In neuroblastomas with *ALK* mutations, it is not known whether some mutations confer greater sensitivity to crizotinib than others. Moreover, there is relatively little known about the relationship between *ALK* gene fusions or CNVs and crizotinib sensitivity. There are several different ALK inhibitors in clinical development and the same questions need to be answered for each of those drugs to determine whether ALK is a druggable target in neuroblastoma.

The presence of a druggable mutation in a tumor and the availability of a drug that targets the deregulated pathway does not ensure efficacy in patients. For example, *RAS* is mutated in a subset of intermediate- and high-risk rhabdomyosarcomas, but none of the nearly 100 drugs that target this pathway show any differential activity on tumors from patients with *RAS* mutant rhabdomyosarcomas versus those with wild-type *RAS*.^[@bib4]^ These examples highlight the importance of integrating basic, translational and clinical research to begin to identify the best drug combinations for particular subgroups of patients.

For the vast majority of pediatric patients with solid tumors, there are no somatic mutations in the tumor that can be exploited with the current arsenal of molecular targeted therapeutics. However, clinical genomics will provide a more complete catalog of germline and somatic mutations in pediatric solid tumors and contribute important insights into tumor heterogeneity and the clonal evolution of cancer. It will be important to incorporate whole-genome sequencing, whole-exome sequencing and RNA sequencing in future clinical genomics efforts to identify potentially druggable mutations and to advance our understanding of the genetic underpinnings of pediatric solid tumors. Complex somatic genomic lesions such as chromothripsis, kataegis and the structural variations in *TP53* found in osteosarcoma would be missed by targeted resequencing approaches such as those used in the iCAT study (NCT01853345), whole-exome sequencing alone^[@bib60]^ or exome sequencing combined with RNA sequencing (NCT02162732).
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![Pediatric solid tumors have diverse developmental origins. Unlike hematologic malignancies and brain tumors, pediatric solid tumors can arise from any of the three germ layers in the embryo. Representative examples are highlighted for each lineage.](onc2014474f1){#fig1}

![Pediatric solid tumors have diverse cellular origins with unique genetic lesions. (**a**) A simplified lineage diagram for several mesodermally derived lineages including those relevant to pediatric solid tumors such as bone, muscle and adipose. It is not known which cell lineages or stages are the origins of pediatric solid tumors and there are several alternative models. (**b**) If the genetic lesions occur at equal frequency across cellular lineages and developmental stages, then one model predicts that particular cells at distinct stages of development are more susceptible to malignant transformation than others. In this example, hedgehog pathway mutations only lead to malignant transformation in the adipose lineage and those cells adopt differentiated features of muscle. Thus, one cannot necessarily infer the cell of origin based on the differentiation features of the tumor itself. (**c**) The susceptibility to malignant transformation is pathway-dependent. The same adipose lineage is not susceptible to malignant transformation following oncogenic activation of the RAS pathway in this model. Instead, it is the muscle lineage that gives rise to RAS mutant tumors. Only by studying the developmental origins of pediatric solid tumors can we begin to elucidate the cell and developmental stage-specific susceptibility to individual oncogenic lesions.](onc2014474f2){#fig2}
